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The GCC Vision
Who are we? Where are we going? What are our goals and dreams?

After much prayer, Grace Community Church launched Easter 2013 with a vision to 
engage our community with the gospel in a fresh way. What is given below is a more 
formalized statement of our vision of what we believe God would have us be and why 
God has given life to this vision in the form of Grace Community Church. Our purpose, 
simply put is to…

               Experience the Gospel and Export the Gospel

The Great Commission
The last words Jesus spoke were instructions to his followers – the ultimate mission and 
vision statement. Our mission and vision statements are simply contextualized implications 
of the marching orders that Jesus gave the church which we call “The Great Commission” 
found in Matthew 28:19-20.

“Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father 
and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, 20 and teaching them to obey everything I have 
commanded you. And surely I am with you always, to the very end of the age." (Matthew 
28:19-20*)
(*All Scripture quotations are taken from the New International Version of the Bible, unless otherwise indicated)

Mission Statement
Our mission is to restore a broken world through a gospel movement of  Experiencing the Gospel 
and Exporting the Gospel by “preaching the gospel to the poor, binding up the broken-hearted 
and setting captives free” (Luke 4:18) to the end of “making all things new” (Revelation 21:5).  

Vision Statement
At Grace Community Church we are convinced that God is on the move in this world to bring 
restoration through a gospel movement of Experiencing the Gospel and Exporting the Gospel by 
“preaching the gospel to the poor, binding up the broken-hearted and setting captives free” (Luke 
4:18) to the end of “making everything sad become untrue.” It is an amazing and undeserved 
privilege for his imperfect yet redeemed people to participate in God’s startling rescue and 
restoration of individuals, families and society. This requires a gospel-centered movement is to 
impact people of every ethnicity with a message of radical grace and radical love through word 
and deed. God is renewing human hearts and through his church “making all things 
new” (Revelation 21:5).  



Core Values
• Gospel Centered. We believe that true freedom is discovered in Christ’s work, not 

ours. Religion teaches that we live and work so that God will love and accept us; the 
gospel teaches us something totally different. The gospel teaches that through Christ 
we are already loved and accepted, not based on our efforts, but on Christ’s life and 
death for us. So, what is the motivation to live a loving and moral life? It is no longer 
because of what I can get, but because of what I have already been given! While 
some may view this perspective as a dangerous encouragement to sin, the result if 
often just the opposite. Jerry Bridges puts it this way:

“Living under the grace of God instead of under a sense of duty frees us from such a 
self-serving motivation. It frees us to obey God and serve Him as a loving and thankful 
response to Him for our salvation and for blessing already guaranteed to us by His 
grace. Consequently, a heartfelt grasp of God’s grace – far from creating an indifferent 
or careless attitude in us – will actually provide the only motivation that is pleasing to 
Him. Only when we are thoroughly convinced that the Christian life is entirely of grace 
are we able to serve Him out of a grateful and loving heart.”1 

Steve Brown says, “The only people who get better are people who know that, if they 
never get better, God will love them anyway.”2 

• Community Oriented. We believe that Christ-follower can Experience the Gospel 
and Export the Gospel best when deeply involved in community. One of the mottos 
of GCC is that “circles are better than rows.”



Why are circles better than rows? There are at least three reasons.

1. One reason is because we need each other. There are over 40 one-another imperatives 
in the New Testament. Some examples are: Serve one another (Galatians 5:13; 21; 
Philippians 2:3; 1 Peter 4:9; 5:5), Accept one another (Romans 15:7, 14), Strengthen 
one another (Romans 14:19), Help one another (Hebrews 3:13; 10:24), Encourage 
one another (Romans 14:19; 15:14; Colossians 3:16; 1 Thessalonians 5:11;Hebrews 
3:13; 10:24-25) and Care for one another (Galatians 6:2). How can the church provide 
an environment where such one anothering is possible? It is in Community Groups 
which meet in homes. It is in this context of connection that we can be cared for and 
challenged, accepted and discipled, loved and prayed for in a way that is impossible 
through a classroom or formal worship service. Community is much more than simply 
attending a Community Group meeting; it is doing life together. Community is 
relationship. It is authenticity. It is being willing to honestly share the reality of our lives – 
sins and struggles, doubts and fears, successes and failures. This is possible only as we 
are consistently preaching the gospel to ourselves. It is in this kind of gospel community 
that we can see the gospel more clearly. Larry Crabb puts it this way, “…the absolute 
center of what he (God) does to help us change is to reveal himself to us, to give us a 
taste of what’s he’s really like, and to pour his life into us. And a critical element in the 
revealing process is to place us in a community of people who are enough like him to 
give us that taste firsthand. If that is true, if a powerful experience of God comes 
through others, then connecting plays a vital, indispensable, powerful role in effectively 
addressing the core issues of our souls, the issues that lie beneath all our personal, 
emotional, and psychological problems.”3

2. A second reason why “circles are better than rows” is because community not only 
provides a context in which we can see and experience the gospel more deeply, it is 
also through community that we can display the gospel more powerfully and 
compellingly to the world. Roger Gehring says that community was the major 
component in the growth and expansion of the early church: “The missional expansion 
of the gospel was due not so much to the mission-strategic initiatives of individuals as to 
the powerful attraction of a Christian community actively practicing koinonia 
fellowship.”4 In other words, as the unbelieving and watching world observed “how 
these Christians love one another”, skeptics were persuaded that something true, 
beautiful and other-worldly was occurring within the community of saints which was in 
itself a powerful apologetic.



1. “Circles are better than rows” because authentic gospel community displays the 
kingdom which is to come. Tim Keller puts it this way, “A Christian Spirit-filled 
community is an alternative society that models distinctive ways to do everything in 
life.”5 Becoming a follower of Jesus means we become part of his big story – it means 
that that we participate in his redemptive work in this world.  

Two Community-killing paradigms 

Historically, there have been two major paradigms in the Western church which have effectively 
made community the red-headed stepchild of the church. 

Community-Killing Paradigm #1- The Priest Model. The priest model is simply the idea that we 
best connect with God through a pastor, priest or teacher. The New Testament gives us an entirely 
new paradigm. It states that we are all priests. 1 Peter 2:9 says, “But you are a chosen people, a 
royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people belonging to God, that you may declare the praises of 
him who called you out of darkness into his wonderful light.”

In his book, Untamed, Alan Hirsch tells how leading one worship service he provided white strips 
of paper for everyone present and instructed them to fasten the white strip around their necks. He 
then led through a mock ordination ceremony. The point was to impress on them the biblical 
truth that most had not truly absorbed: we are all gifted and useful. We are all priests!6

Hirsh ties The Priest Model with our tendency to approach the church as consumers. Included in 
his book, Untamed: Reactivating a Missional Form of Discipleship, is this depiction:

As you can see from this image, The Priest Model ties in the consumeristic idea that believers 
“come to church” to “be fed.”  Of course, this is unbiblical. First of all, believers ARE the church 
and secondly, spiritual nourishment and ministry occurs more potently in the one-another 
context of community, rather than being spoon-fed by a pastor or priest.



Community-Killing Paradigm #2 – The Enlightenment Model. Like it or not, we are products of 
the Enlightenment. The Enlightenment, a movement of European intellectuals beginning in 
the late 17th-century, prized reason, knowledge and the scientific method. As with most of the 
culture at that time, the church was heavily influenced by the Enlightenment. Because of that 
influence, theological education and Scriptural knowledge came to be equated with spiritual 
growth. With the emphasis on learning and knowledge, the church embraced a classroom 
approach and greatly downplayed the one another imperatives in the New Testament.  
Although GCC is not anti-intellectual or against learning, we see the importance of 
recovering the New Testament practice of community and life-on-life discipleship. It is the 
context of relationship that life change happens.

We believe that the common interpretation of Hebrews 10:25 is a misrepresentation. That 
verse reads: “Let us not give up meeting together, as some are in the habit of doing…” and is 
often taught as an admonition to come to the worship service on Sunday. However, when you 
look at this statement in context, it seems to indicate something else: “And let us consider 
how we may spur one another on toward love and good deeds. Let us not give up meeting 
together, as some are in the habit of doing, but let us encourage one another — and all the 
more as you see the Day approaching.” (Hebrews 10:24-25). Did you notice the emphasis on 
encouraging one another? I would suggest that what this text instructs can seldom be 
accomplished in a Western worship service. A better application of this text would be to plug 
into a small group community.

• Reformed. We believe that the Reformed faith is the best expression of biblical truth. 
“Reformed” is a term that indicates we believe in the sovereignty of God (that he is in 
control of all things) and the “Five Solas” of the Reformation. These Five Solas are: 

  1. Sola Scriptura (Scripture Alone) - meaning that we believe the Bible is 
  “given by inspiration of God” and is the “rule of faith and life.”7 “All Scripture is 
  God-breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting and training in 
  righteousness, so that the man of God may be thoroughly equipped for every 
  good work.” (2 Timothy 3:16-17)

  2. Sola Gratia (Grace Alone) - which means that being right with God 
  (justification) is not the result of man’s accomplishment but only and 
  completely by the grace of God. “For it is by grace you have been saved, 
  through faith — and this not from yourselves, it is the gift of God—not by works, 
  so that no one can boast.” (Ephesians 2:8-9)



  3. Sola Fide (Faith Alone) - teaches that the way to new life is not by good 
  works or religious effort, but faith alone in the finished work of Christ for us on 
  the cross. “For we maintain that a man is justified by faith apart from observing 
  the law.” (Romans 3:28)

  4. Sola Christus (Christ Alone) - teaches that Jesus Christ is the way to a 
  relationship with God the Father. “For there is one God and one mediator 
  between God and men, the man Christ Jesus.” (1 Timothy 2:5)

  5. Sola Deo Gloria (To God Alone Be Glory) - which means that all of life is to 
  be lived for the glory of God. This means that we do not divide our lives into 
  categories of sacred and secular-but all of life is to be lived under the loving 
  Lordship of Christ. “So whether you eat or drink or whatever you do, do it all 
  for the glory of God.” (1 Corinthians 10:31)

• Simple. Grace Community is a Simple Church which we sum up in four statements:



1. “Not About Programs; About Making Disciples.” While there are many different 
possible focuses and goals a church can have, GCC is committed to being an 
intentional disciple-making church. We believe that the Great Commission and 
the example of Jesus provide ample evidence that making disciples is to be a 
high priority for us, as he spent most of his time investing in his 12 disciples.

We believe that in order to effectively make disciples, we must provide a simple 
process rather that offer assorted programs. The book, Simple Church, puts it this 
way: “First, as we interacted with vibrant and growing churches, we observed that 
these churches had a clear process for discipleship. They were streamlined and 
simple…It appeared that there was a relationship between being simple and 
being effective.”8

2. “Not About Rows (Classes); About Circles (Discipleship).” In the above section on 
being Community Oriented, we discussed our motto: “circles are better than 
rows.” In that section we explored the idea that spiritual growth, nurture and 
witness are much more efficiently accomplished through community rather than 
classrooms. We believe that all too often, we attempt to patch together failed 
traditional approaches and programs rather than build intentionally from the 
start. We are thankful for the unique opportunities afforded to us, as a young 
church, to pursue discipleship in the most effective way possible.

3. “Not About Coming To Church; About Being the Church.” We believe that, to use 
a phrase from Rebecca Pippert, because we are the salt of the earth (Matt. 5:13), 
we must be “out of the salt shaker.”9 In other words, we cannot reach people with 
the gospel if we remain in the “Christian ghetto” of church life and all things 
evangelical throughout the week and fail to engage with our neighbors and 
community. In reality, going to worship is not literally “coming to church” since the 
church already is the body of Christ.

4. “Not About Complicated Ecclesiology; About Following Jesus.” 2 Corinthians 
11:3 says, “But I am afraid that, as the serpent deceived Eve by his craftiness, your 
minds will be led astray from the simplicity and purity of devotion to 
Christ” (NASU). We live in an incredibly busy and complex 



 world, and the church is no different. Programs, committees, meetings, services, choirs, 
 meals, service opportunities, retreats, mission conferences, prayer meetings, men’s and 
 women’s meetings, Vacation Bible School, mission trips, stewardship campaigns, and on 
 and on. We believe that there is something biblical and attractive about 
 simplicity….especially today.  The book Simple Church puts it this way, “The result is a 
 complicated world with complex and busy lives. And, in the midst of complexity, people 
 want to find simplicity. They long for it, seek it, pay for it, even dream of it.”10 Jesus said, 
 "Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I will give you rest” (Matthew 
 11:28). Unfortunately, this is not the experience of many faithful church members. So, in 
 our effort to be a gospel centered place of healing, Grace Community Church has 
 intentionally sought to make all that we do streamlined, comprehensible and simple.

• Missional. We believe that Grace Community Church exists, not simply for our comfort and 
growth but that we have a divine calling, a mission from God, that is our particular 
outworking of Christ’s Great Commission: “Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, 
baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, 20 and 
teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you. And surely I am with you 
always, to the very end of the age." (Matthew 28:19-20)  Our hope this that we will deeply 
Experience the Gospel so that we may lovingly and zealously Export the Gospel to our 
world.

Our Goal: To lead people to Experience the Gospel and Export the Gospel (the 
Great Commission) through a three-fold process of discipleship: Gospel Worship, 
Gospel Community and Gospel Mission. 



Grace Community Church has a process of discipleship that is designed to help everyone Experience 
the Gospel and Export the Gospel:  beginning with Gospel Worship (evangelism), moving them into 
Gospel Community (establishing, spiritual formation) and then propelling them into Gospel Mission 
(equipping) until “the earth will be filled with the knowledge of the glory of the Lord, as the waters 
cover the sea.”- Habakkuk 2:14

• Gospel Worship
1. John Piper has said, "Missions is not the ultimate goal of the church. Worship is. 

Missions exists because worship doesn't." Obviously the first step in a discipleship 
process would be for a non-worshipper to become a Christ-worshipper; for the lost to 
be found. Gospel Worship is not only a term that describes what we would like to 
happen in someone’s life internally but also fits our structural paradigm, because the 
natural first objective step someone normally takes in their spiritual journey is to 
attend Worship. Our goal for the congregational gathering (Gospel Worship) is more 
than just holding service…it is to both enrich already existent gospel worship in the 
heart of a Christ-follower as well as to light a spark of gospel worship that would 
become the heart bonfire of a true worshipper.

2. The central calling of God’s people is to “make disciples of all nations” (Matthew 
28:19). This simply means that a major part of God’s gracious call on our lives is to 
impact those in our world with the good news of the gospel as individual, families and 
communities.

3. There is a mystery in seeking to move people from unbelief to belief, to become 
worshippers. God is sovereign while at the same time we are responsible in the work 
of the gospel. This is what J.I. Packer calls an “antinomy” –a supposed contradiction 
between two true statements.11 Romans 10:14 puts it this way: “How, then, can they 
call on the one they have not believed in? And how can they believe in the one of 
whom they have not heard? And how can they hear without someone preaching to 
them?” (Romans 10:14) In other words, while Grace Community certainly depends on 
the sovereignty of God in working in the hearts of people - preparing them for the 
gospel - we also do not want to be complacent hyper-Calvinists, ignoring our 
responsibility to do the work of evangelism. We believe this is a mystery that we will 
not fully grasp in this life, so we take comfort in God’s sovereignty yet challenge in our 
responsibility. 

4. Grace Community Church has a several pronged approach in order to accomplish this 
aspect of the Great Commission which centers on our Gospel-Centered Approach.



Gospel-Centered Approach
We have a Gospel-Centered approach which sets an advantageous environment for 
reaching people with good news.

! A Gospel-Centered approach acknowledges that one of the greatest needs 
believers have is to go back again to the gospel. In his letter to the Romans, 
Paul refers to them –not just as believers but – as a very strong and healthy 
church. “First, I thank my God through Jesus Christ for all of you, because your 
faith is being reported all over the world.” (Romans 1:8) Then he tells them he is 
eager to preach the gospel to them: “That is why I am so eager to preach the 
gospel also to you who are at Rome.” (Romans 1:15) As with Paul, a Gospel-
Centered church preaches the same gospel each week to believers and 
unbelievers alike…because they all need the gospel.

! A Gospel-Centered approach is also helpful because – while not perfectly – 
tends to reduce the” us vs. them” mindset that many in the evangelical 
community have when it comes to unbelievers. This is often the result of a 
blindness to one’ own sin and an acute awareness of the ways unbelievers tend 
to sin. The book UnChristian discusses several common stumbling blocks 
(negative perceptions) unbelievers have toward Christianity that dull and distort 
the beautiful gospel message in such a way that many are not open to it. Near 
the top of the list (87%) is the view that Christians are “judgmental”12 
Continually hearing the gospel tends to create a greater awareness of personal 
sin and diminishes self-righteousness. As we often encourage the people at 
Grace, “confess your sins to unbelievers.”

• Gospel Community (Spiritual Formation) 
Included in our multi-pronged approach is our emphasis on Gospel Community. In his 
book, The Master Plan of Evangelism, Robert Coleman develops this thesis that Christ’s  
strategy for the evangelization of the world was to invest the vast majority of his time 
with his twelve disciples.13 The New Testament bears this out: Jesus spent far more 
time disciplining than evangelizing; yet no one can doubt that his methods were 
effective and meant to be emulated. The reason why this counter-intuitive measure 
worked so well is that not only were these men well-prepared to become very effective 
evangelists, they were also well-trained to disciple others who would in turn disciple 
others. As Paul wrote to Timothy: “And the things you have heard me say in the 
presence of many witnesses entrust to reliable men who will also be qualified to teach 
others.” (2 Timothy 2:2) Therefore, we are convinced that one of the best methods for 
reaching our world is to invest heavily in Gospel Community or Spiritual Formation.



1. The Great Commission tells us to “go and make disciples” (Matthew 28:19). This means that 
the Great Commission is not accomplished when someone is converted, but only when they 
become, to use Randy Pope’s terminology, “a mature and equipped, missional disciple.”14

2. One question we must ask is with regard to building or disciplining is: what is the goal, what 
is the aim? A major aim is revealed in the Great Commission itself. Jesus clarified what he 
meant by making a disciple. He said, “…go and make disciples teaching them to obey 
everything that I have commanded you” (Matthew 28:19). As you see, the words “to obey” 
are underscored. This is because too often the church has adopted the idea that discipleship 
is information-based. It is the idea that knowing doctrine and Bible information makes one a 
disciple. This is an after effect of the influence of the Greeks (Aristotle, Plato, etc.) and the 
Enlightenment, which influenced much of the church with to adopt the notion that amassing 
knowledge was synonymous with discipleship. It could be said that the Greek view of 
learning is a fact to be known whereas the biblical view of learning is a truth to be lived. 
This is consistent with what Jesus said in John 13:17:  “Now that you know these things, you 
will be blessed if you do them.” 

3. We must also ask the important question of what sort of behavioral change are we after? Too 
often the Christian community defaults to a shallow legalism: “don’t drink, smoke or chew or 
go with girls who do!” Certainly God is after something much deeper! He desires for us to 
love well. In fact, in Galatians 5 Paul sums up the Christian life this way, “The entire law is 
summed up in a single command: ‘Love your neighbor as yourself.’" (Galatians 5:14) While 
we certainly understand that we are to love God, loving others is so central to the Christian 
life that Paul sums it all up under this one command.

4. Under the broad topic of “Love your neighbor” is the subtopic of evangelism. People in our 
lives who do not know Christ are our neighbors that we are called to love.  In addition, we 
must acknowledge that since when Jesus first called his disciples, he told them that he 
would make them fishers of men, it is clear that a vital part of discipleship is developing 
passion, strategy and skills to the end of becoming a fisher of men.

5. Another question we need to ask about discipleship is: how do we move someone along the 
continuum of immature believer to mature believer? There are two of our core values that 
are involved in the answer: 

! One is being Gospel-Centered Approach. We believe that it is the gospel which is 
at the heart of all real change. We believe that the transformation Christ would 
work in our lives is more than mere sin management, but true heart change which 
is motivated by the gospel. As Tim Keller said, “Most of our problems come from a 
lack of proper orientation to the gospel.”15



! The other core value this is involved in helping move people from being immature 
to mature is being Community-Oriented We believe that the way we change is life-
on-life, that discipleship is not a class, but a relationship. One of the truths brought 
out in Perimeter Church’s Ignition Guide is that we should pay attention not only to 
the red letters of Christ’s command to make disciples in the gospels but also to the 
black letter, where it describes how he went about making disciples: life-on-life. 
Mark 3:14 says, “He appointed twelve designating them apostles – that they might 
be with him…”

• Gospel Mission Send (Equipping, Societal Transformation)
1. Part of the Great Commission is to not merely to invest in people to help them 

become spiritually mature, but to equip them to evangelize, establish and 
equip others.  Equipping someone in the Gospel Mission phase is to not only 
equip them to do the work of evangelism, and to equip them to establish 
believers in the gospel (assist others in Spiritual Formation), but also to take 
an active part in Cosmic Redemption (Societal Transformation). It is to be part 
of God’s movement in this world to bring a child, as C.S Lewis described in 
the The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, “Wrong will be right, when Aslan 
comes in sight, At the sound of his roar, sorrows will be no more, When he 
bares his teeth, winter meets its death, And when he shakes his mane, we shall 
have spring again.”16 This is the goal for every believer. As the writer of 
Hebrews challenged his readers, “In fact, though by this time you ought to be 
teachers, you need someone to teach you the elementary truths of God's 
word all over again. You need milk, not solid food!” (Hebrews 5:12) It is clear 
from this text, that God expects all believers to grow and mature to the point 
where they can spiritually reproduce.

2. We see this in nature: a cat grows to maturity and in most cases reproduction 
takes place and now there are little kittens who grow and again reproduce. 
This is to be the normal Christian life and the normal Christian church. 

• Since Grace Community Church takes the Great Commission seriously with the recognition 
that – given the current statistics – the American church as a whole has a need for 
improvement. Given the reality of current struggles in the Western church (particularly with 
regard to Millennials), it is responsible and reasonable to pursue new avenues to 
accomplish the mission Jesus gave. 

• Remember, when Jesus gave the Great Commission, he did not specific instructions on 
exactly how to do it. He simply said, to “Go and make disciples...”  Grace Community 
believes the following are some important approaches we must have to be effective. 



A Gospel-centered Approach to Experience and Export the 
Gospel
We believe that a Gospel-centered Approach is crucial to be truly effective at 
fulfilling the Great Commission. What is a Gospel-centered approach? This is an 
important question because all too often guilt and manipulation has sadly been 
used by churches to motivate believers to plug in to spiritual formation and 
mission. In addition, the ways we go about doing mission can easily take on a tone 
of self-righteousness – totally contrary to the gospel and colossally ineffective. 

 A Gospel-centered Approach refers to the belief that the gospel is not just the A, B, 
C’s of the Christian life, but rather the A to Z. Jerry Bridges put it this way: “We are 
brought into God’s kingdom by grace; we are sanctified by grace; we are motivated 
to obedience by grace; we are called to serve and enable to serve by grace; we 
receive strength to endure trials by grace; and finally, we are glorified by grace. The 
entire Christian life is lives under the reign of God’s grace.”18 A Gospel-centered 
Approach is not another evangelism program but is, first of all, a conviction that the 
way believers grow and become attractive, missional agents of redemption and 
restoration in the world is through being personally gripped by the gospel. This was 
Paul’s desire for the Ephesian church. He wrote: “…And I pray that you, being rooted 
and established in love, may have power, together with all the saints, to grasp how 
wide and long and high and deep is the love of Christ, and to know this love that 
surpasses knowledge — that you may be filled to the measure of all the fullness of 
God.” (Ephesians 3:17-19) The gospel is not just a message needed by unbelievers 
to bring them to justification, but a continual message given to believers as well. Tim 
Keller says in his book, Center Church, “It is more accurate to say that we are saved 
by believing the gospel, and then we are transformed in every part of our minds, 
hearts, and lives by believing the gospel more and more deeply as life goes on.”19  
So, the gospel is the A-Z; the truth that needs to be stressed over and over if we are 
going to reflect more of Christ to one another and the world. This Gospel-centered 
approach permeates all we do at Grace Community Church:

• We believe the New Testament offers great latitude with regard to Gospel Worship, 
Gospel Community and Gospel Mission, contextualizing and incarnating perennial gospel 
truth to make it comprehensible and meaningful to those in our culture. As Tim Keller puts 
it, “If there is no single, context-free way to express the gospel, then contextualization is 
inevitable.”17



1. In Worship our goal is to make everything we do Gospel-centered; from the songs to 
the sermon, the announcements, sacraments, even the offering. The tone of our music is 
celebratory along with Gospel-focused words. Each sermon contains gospel truths: not 
just for the conversion of the lost but to lead believers back to Christ again and again. 
The beauty of it is that the same message is needed by both the lost and found: the 
gospel! Announcements are have the tone of grace and opportunity rather than guilt 
and obligation. The Lord’s Supper, rather than being a somber ritual are done with 
gratitude and joy as a sign, seal and reminder that “it is finished!” Grace Community 
Church no longer passes offering baskets but rather has provided an Offering Box for 
giving. Giving is a rich opportunity to grow in grace and participate in kingdom work, 
but too often it has become bottom-line fundraising using manipulation to accomplish 
the financial goal of the church. While not all pass-the-plate giving is arm twisting, GCC 
has decided to avoid even the appearance of hypocrisy with regard to this practice.

2. The Goal of Evangelism in Worship. While evangelism is not the only goal in worship, 
GCC seeks to include this as an important consideration as we plan worship. In 1 
Corinthians 14 Paul addresses the reality that unbelievers may be present in the worship 
service and encouraged the believers to adjust what they did with them in mind. In the 
same way, GCC believes that we should be aware of the presence of “seekers” in 
worship. GCC believes that the same gospel that we preach for the found is beneficial 
for the lost. In addition, we are aware of the “defeater beliefs” many in our culture have 
about Christians and the church as homophobic, judgmental, political, sexist, racist, etc. 
and believe that we should be sensitive to these concerns and make clear our love for 
all. 

3. We believe that we must make clear that as a gospel-centered church, we are not 
moralistic and legalistic as many – especially those raised in church – might assume. Tim 
Keller puts it this way, “…unless you critique moralism, many irreligious people won’t 
know the difference between moralism and what you’re offering. The way to get 
antinomians to move away from lawlessness is to distinguish the gospel from legalism. 
Why? Because modern and post-modern people have been rejecting Christianity for 
years thinking that it was indistinguishable from moralism. Non-Christians will always 
automatically hear gospel presentations as appeals to become moral and religious, 
unless in your preaching you use the good news of grace to deconstruct legalism.”20  



4. We want the tone of all we do to be Gospel-saturated, even with regard to the Children’s 
ministry. While the curriculum for Children tends to be overwhelmingly moralistic, Grace 
Community Church is committed to the belief that everyone’s greatest need is the gospel -
even our preschoolers. Our stated goal for our preschool and early elementary children – 
Sprouts - is to “help them understand and connect the story of salvation with their own 
lives.”  Thankfully we were able to locate Gospel-centered curriculum. Rather than being 
taught to be courageous like children. While most children’s curriculum tends to David or 
strong like Sampson, the hero of every story is Jesus. Every page of Scripture contains 
beautiful gospel truths which we attempt to convey in an age-appropriate way. 

5. A major goal for our Community Groups is that they are not only officially teaching 
gospel truths, but that they are rich gospel environments – steeped in an atmosphere of 
grace – where the dual realities of our sinfulness and God’s love and acceptance foster a 
freedom to be authentic, forgiving, bold and kind. Our goal is that Community Group 
leaders are being constantly discipled by Elders to go deeper into the gospel. Everything 
about Community Groups: the tone and discussion – even to the spiritual disciplines – are 
to be strongly laced with the gospel.

6. Discipleship at GCC is not viewed as an “elective” but rather “core curriculum” in a 
Christ-followers life. This analogy breaks down, however, because we believe Discipleship 
can never be accomplished in the classroom, but can only happen life-on-life. As Lou Priolo 
points out, “Our secular society adopted a Greek view of learning which believes 
knowledge should be sought for knowledge’s sake…For the Christian, learning is not facts 
to be learned, but rather truth to be lived.”21 A close examination of the Great Commission 
as given in Matthew 28:19-20 makes it clear that discipleship is far more than information 
sharing but rather personal and community transformation. 

7. The need for life-on-life discipleship is heralded by Randy Pope time and again. In his 
book Insourcing he says, “Just as an addict needs the slow, methodical influence of a 
sponsor and others to get him or her to a place of hopeful sobriety, the cleansed believer 
needs the same relational process to transport him or her to a place of healthy spiritual 
formation.” 22



8. The crux of Discipleship at GCC goes beyond teaching doctrine or “holding each other 
accountable”, but literally has the goal leading each other back to Jesus- to begin again in the 
gospel - time and again. The goal is to help believers understand and live out a gospel 
paradigm through a lifestyle of repentance and faith, which creates a daily dependence on 
God as our loving Father. As Gospel Transformation puts it, “In the face of all our failures to do 
better, the gospel often seems too good to be true. Thus, a great struggle will be continuing to believe 
that we are God’s children, and are in a right relationship with him.”23

9. We help you grow toward gospel maturity showing you how faith expresses itself through 
love: love to God and toward others.

• We believe that the DNA of the gospel in the hearts and lives of Grace Community 
people is our best hope for authentic community, because the gospel frees us from the 
need to impress, please people, be self-righteous or judge – these factors radically free 
us be brutally honest with ourselves and others about our struggles. All too sadly, many 
believers live in shadowy fear of revealing the real struggles of their lives to others, thus 
robbing them of one of the great sources of healing: one another!

“Therefore confess your sins to each other and pray for each other so that you may be 
healed.” (James 5:16)

“See to it, brothers, that none of you has a sinful, unbelieving heart that turns away from 
the living God. 13 But encourage one another daily, as long as it is called Today, so that 
none of you may be hardened by sin's deceitfulness.” (Hebrews 3:12-14)

• We also believe gospel-saturated people take being missional to a new level. First, as 
the gospel is continually exposing them concerning their great need and what Francis 
Schaeffer called, “the present value of the blood of Christ,” they have a new love for and 
connectedness with sinners. It is no longer “us and them.” We literally do begin to see 
that we truly are “beggars telling other beggars where to find bread.” Experiencing 
Christ’s love in new and poignant ways, foster a new and greater love for all, including 
unbelievers. As 1 John 4:19 puts it, “We love because he first loved us.” And the self-
righteousness, which is such a terrible turn off to the lost, is strangely absent from these 
gospel-people. Truly, discipling believers to go deeper into the gospel, is the best 
evangelism program going, because every believer – knowingly or unknowingly - is a 
missionary. We become better missionaries the more deeply the gospel has gone into 
our hearts.



A Relational Approach
At Grace Community Church we are committed to a relational approach to evangelism and 
discipleship. 

• A relational approach to evangelism means that we believe most people come to Christ 
in the context of relationship, rather than in an impersonal way.  We believe that God 
has sovereignly placed us in the jobs, homes and families we are in and all these afford 
personal relationships with people who do not yet follow Christ.

• We are to do as Jesus told the healed Gaderene: "Go home to your family and tell them 
how much the Lord has done for you, and how he has had mercy on you." (Mark 5:19) 

• While is in not wrong to be concerned for and seek to evangelize those outside our 
relationships, a more effective approach is to reach those with whom we are already in 
relationship with. The opportunity to follow-up and disciple someone you are already in 
a relationship with is much more likely than with a stranger. This is more effective 
because when we think of success in terms of enduring and reproducing fruit, 
relational/incarnational evangelism makes the most sense.

• There is a difficulty with the relational evangelism approach and that is shame. Many 
believers are ashamed to reach out to those who know them. Why? Because those they 
are in relationship know the real them. The real failure and sin. What is the answer? Since 
perfection is out of the question, we must turn to the gospel. The gospel teaches us that 
we are at once, far greater sinners than we ever imagined yet loved and accepted much 
more than we ever dared to dream. Embracing a truly Gospel-centered approach fits 
with a Relational-approach because only the gospel enables us to be free enough to be 
authentic. So we say, “Confess your sins to unbelievers.” Far from ruining our testimony, 
confession enhances it because our testimony does not consist of declaring our 
worthiness but rather our unworthiness. Our testimony is not that we are the answer but 
that Jesus is.

A Simple/Intentional Approach

• Why a Simple/Intentional Approach?
1. Since we believe that God wants us to proceed with the end in mind –“to make disciples of all 
nations”- it follows that if we want to be effective, we much be intentional about it. While this 
seems to be obvious, too often those of us in the church have adopted a consumeristic, 
program-based model of ministry, rather than to intentionally build disciples. Since we believe 
that our members are the best missionaries to our community, we see no contradiction between 
the goals of discipleship and evangelism. If our best shot at reaching our community is through 
our people, than the wisest use of our time is to invest in the people of GCC.



2. In our Simple/Intentional Approach, everything we do is designed to move people on the 
path of becoming missional disciples of Jesus. Since we believe everything rides on our 
ability to make disciples,   we have determined to add nothing to our schedule outside this 
process.  We do not want to confuse people, waste our resources of volunteers and time or 
do anything that might make our discipleship process less effective. This approach has 
been called “Simple Church.”. The steps on this path are Gospel Worship (weekend 
Worship), Gospel Community (Community Group) and Gospel Mission (Equipping, 
Leadership Development and Intentional Discipleship of Community Group Leaders and 
Elders).

Diversity and Reconciliation
• We believe that the gospel speaks not only of the reconciliation between God and 

man, but of man and man, and therefore part of our witness to our community is to 
exhibit multi-ethnic Gospel reconciliation and oneness.

“For it is by grace you have been saved, through faith — and this not from yourselves, 
it is the gift of God— not by works, so that no one can boast. For we are God's 
workmanship, created in Christ Jesus to do good works, which God prepared in 
advance for us to do. 

Therefore, remember that formerly you who are Gentiles by birth and called 
"uncircumcised" by those who call themselves "the circumcision" (that done in the 
body by the hands of men)— remember that at that time you were separate from 
Christ, excluded from citizenship in Israel and foreigners to the covenants of the 
promise, without hope and without God in the world. But now in Christ Jesus you 
who once were far away have been brought near through the blood of Christ. 

For he himself is our peace, who has made the two one and has destroyed the 
barrier, the dividing wall of hostility, by abolishing in his flesh the law with its 
commandments and regulations. His purpose was to create in himself one new man 
out of the two, thus making peace, and in this one body to reconcile both of them to 
God through the cross, by which he put to death their hostility. (Ephesians 2:8-16)

“There is neither Jew nor Greek, slave nor free, male nor female, for you are all one 
in Christ Jesus.” (Galatians 3:28)



• Revelation 7:9-10 tells us that future worship will be diverse: 

“After this I looked and there before me was a great multitude that no one could count, 
from every nation, tribe, people and language, standing before the throne and in front 
of the Lamb. They were wearing white robes and were holding palm branches in their 
hands. And they cried out in a loud voice:

‘Salvation belongs to our God, who sits on the throne, and to the 
Lamb.’" (Revelation 7:9-10)

We lament the Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s well-known statement that eleven 
o’clock Sunday morning is the most segregated hour of the week, is still true in 
most of America, and intentionally seek diversity. 

• In addition, GCC is committed to being a part of God’s plan for justice and 
reconciliation. Proverbs 29:7 says, “The righteous care about justice for the 
poor, but the wicked have no such concern.” 

• We believe part of our Gospel Mission is a commitment to be part of God’s 
continuing story of redemption in building a New City where “everything sad is 
becoming untrue”, therefore seek to be an influence in our city for reconciliation 
and restoration of all things.
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